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STJMMARY

Multiple channel models of human spatial vision, as proposed by several
authors in the last decenniun, are faced with several important psycho-

physical characteristics: Spatial modulation transfer functions for
rectilinear sine gratings and forcircular zero-order Bessel functions
of the first kind, and thresholds for quasi-static incremental disks.
It is shown, that simultaneous fitting of nultiple channel models to
these characteristics is not possible, provided that: (1) The channels

are (quasi-) linear, (2) The channels are independent or just weakly

dependent., (3) Signals are disturbed by addit,ive Gaussian noise,
(4) Quickrs model (L974) for multiple channel systens is applicable,
(5) The point spread functions of all channels have an excitative and an

inhibitive region, (6) AII point spread functions are (abouÈ) equally
shaped, (7) The system is circle-slmmetric around the fovea, and

(8) The retinal density of channels with the same point spread function
is size invariant, i.e. the nr:nber of such channels per unity of surface
is inversely proporÈiona1 to the area of the point spread function.
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IMTRODUCTION AIID THEORETICAI FRAME

Several authors, érmong others Thomas (1970), Sperling (1970), Koenderink

and Van Doorn (1978) and Bergen and Wilson (1979) have proposed psycho-

physical models of spatial vision, consisting of an ensemble of several

independent, or weakly dependent, parallel units, working at the same site

of the retina. The point spread functions (PSF|s) of these subsystems are

equatly shaped, but vary in extension and sensitivity. Electro-physiological

support for these models was provided by e.g. Fischer (1973) and tlubel and

Wiesel (L974), who found a scatter in receptive field sizes in respectively

the catrs retina and the monkey striate cortex.

The responses of the subsystems are disturbed by additive noise, which is

usually supposed to be Gaussian. Detection of conÈrast occurs when at least

one reponse of the set of channels exceeds a threshold. As a consequence of

this, probability sunmation will occur. This effect has been modelled by

grick (L974). See Fig. L.
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Figure 1: Quick's vector-nagnitude model of contrast
good agreement with probability summation
of the srmbols see text.
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The filters F1, F2,... are channels with different PSF's, all working at
the same location. The magnitude element perforns a non-Euclidian suromation:

z(à t ",. ,à* "" (1)

)Íhe vector f will be expressed in rectangular (xry) or in circular (rrQ)

coordinates.
Detection of contrast occurs at "'potrrt 

? if-o

zt?t +n t?l >doo
(2)

d is a fixed threshold level. Consequently a sti-nulus wiII be detected if

1-,r(à+n(à>d (3)

F

This means that probability sunmation will not only occur because of trnrallel
signal processing by several channels at the sane location of the retina,
but also because of simultaneous processLnq by filters, acting at different
places. This effect will be distinguished from the first by mentioning it
strntial probability sr:nmatj-on. It can be modelled in the sane way as done in
Fig. t.

Now consider eq. (1). If the parameter cr increases (starting with d = 1), the

perfo:mance of the nagmitude element tends quickly to that of an elemenÈ with
infinite o, which searches the rnaximr:rn of the set {v.}.
In order to fit the nulti-vector model to experimentally obtained psychomeÈric

functions of individual subjects, measured as fast as possible in order to
avoid influence of time-variancerrc has to be chosen relatively hÍgh. Some

values are: 7.8 (Quick, tg74) anaYwilson and Bergen, LgTg). For these values

\^re can approxirnateeq. (1) by

z (?) o 'ï ". 
(?) (4)

Blommaert and Roufs (1981) reported that a multiple cflannel model with four
independent mechanisros at each location of the retina, was in good agreement

with their experi.mental results, concerning stimuli such as point sources,

annuli and disks. See Figs. 2-4.
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Fignrre 2: The normalized point
and an annulus. From:
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spread function measr:red with a point source
Blornmaert and Roufs (1981).
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The response to a disk with radius R at
a point source. The combination of Figs:;
linearity of processing. From: Blornmaert

its centre, measured with
2 and 3 obeys exactly
and Roufs (1981).

Figure
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Figrure 4: Illustrat,ion of fitting a for:r-mechanism model to disk threbholds

as a function of the disk radius R. Mechanisn (1) is d,escribed by
the PSF of Fig. 2. The PSF's of mechanisms (2), (3) and (4) have
the same shape, but they increase in width with a factor 2. The
dashed cuïves represent the predictions from these individualmechanisms,
spatial probability sunmation includeC. The dots are experimentally
obtained data, to which the overall rnodel has been fitted. The
solid curve is the prediction fron this model. The meaning of
R,, R" etc. will be pointed out later on in the text. From: Blonrmaert
afra n6urs (1981).
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Because a very thin point source will address the filter wiÈh the sallest
PSF, Fig. 2 can be considered as this PSF. If a weak disk is added to the

poiJlt dource, detection of contrast still will be d.etermined by this
snallest PSF, as is shovrn by Fig. 3.

In the case of a disk at threshold, the disk radius will determine which tlpe
of filter nainly is appealed to, as illustrated by Fig. 4. Spatial probability
sr:nmation, occuring with more extensive sti-muli, has been taken into account.
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Fignrre 5: SpaÈial modulation transfer functions for rectilinear siD'e
gratings and for circular zero-order Bessel functions of Èhe
first kind. From: Kelly and Magnuski (1975).

Figure 5 shows two spatial modulation transfer functions (I"frf ) r one for
Èhe rectilinear sine gratings and one for circular zero order Bessel

fr:nctions of the first kind (Jo-functions) .

In the next chapters we shall show what happens if we try to fit a nultiple
channel model to thresholds for incremental disks on the one hand and, to
spatial lrlfF's on the other. But first we give a general description of the

model.

Let us order the filters FI , F2... in fig. 1 with respect to the widths of
their PSF's. So F, has the narrowest PSF, say h(r), which is supposed to be

circle-slmmetric. we assume that the filters F!, F2... have equally shaped

PSFrs, with varying widths and magnification factors.
Conseguently, if h. (r) is the PSF of F., L=tr2r... ' \ite may write

s (a.) r
h. (r) = : a h (lF) (5)
l_aiyl

where g(a,) /a, is the magmification factor, related to that of F".-l-l--I

a- Is variable, depending on and increasing with the filier index i.
].

a.: = 1,9(a.): = 1.r-L

Assrrme that the filÈers Fi are (quasi-) linear. Then it is useful to apply

the llankel transform, which will be d,enoted UV - I ^ ,o=o



s (a.)
-l

a.
I

hÉ,

n(r) H (w) ,o=o
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h
q (a.) H( a. w)o=o-l!

(6)

in which w stands for the spatial frequency of

In order to descrjlce visibiliÈy of rectilinear
with line spread functions (LsFrs). The LSF of

a circular target.

targets, it is easy to deal

filter F. can be expressed
l-

in its PSF:
@(
\

LSF. (x) = | esr. (

'-ái

Let us denote a Fourier transfo:m from the x- to the w-domain by I .-o=o
The For:rier transform of LSF. (x) is (see alsc eg. Papoulis, 1968 for the

relation between Hankel and Fourier transforms):

Frl
LSF. (x) o I o 2 n. g(ar) n(f a. wt,

since the system is assuned to be circle-slmmetric.

(7)
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Fittinq the model to Èhresholds for increnental disks

In this chapter we shall discuss the resPonse of the system of Fig. 1 to
a disk-shaped stimulus wiÈh radius R, centrally fixated.

Let us cronsider filters of t11pe F. . The effect of spatial probability

srrnmation will be exaggerated by ignoring inhomogeneity of the retina.
So we assume that filters of tlpe F. are homogeneously distributed over

the retina, and that the roagnification factor is independent of
eccentricity. We will return to this later. Using the shape of the PSF

of Fig. 2, we can calculate the maxi-mr:.m response of filters F. to disks

as a function of the radius R. See Fig. 6. The solid curí/e represents the

response in the case of completely correlated spatial noise. If this
correlation is not that strong, sgntial probability sr:mnation will occur.

As a result of this, thresholds for large stjmuli become lower, which can

be incorporated Ín the maximum amplitude as pictr:red by the dashed curve

in Fig. 6. See also Blonnn:ert and Roufs (1981) and Helmen (1980).

lr'/z
=ll

4,*
-ï-

ío,

a function of the radius R

curve) and without (solid
further explanation:,)see

,-",,15--"ï
l3rpotatc.

"S ï A Ra"s
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'Figure 6: tl,aximr:m resPonse of filters of tlpe F. as
of the disk-shaped stj-mulus, with (daËhed
cluve) spatial probability srrmation. For
text.
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We will use the dashed curve of Fig. 6 for the prediction of detection of
contrast. As one will see later on in this chapter, only the trnrt of the

cut:ve in the interval I nrr, nrrl is importanÈ for this paper. The dashed

curve in this interval can be <iescribed by the solid one, shifted upwards

over a distance log A. .

Assume that the density function for F.-filters is scale invariant. (See

Koenderink and Van Doorn, 1982). Then A, is indepencient of the index i,
so A. = A for all i.

]-

Now let us return to Fig. 4. In the interval [*arr *lZ], the activity of
Fr-filters is far most i-mportant. (For this paper, the interval Io, *tt]
is not essential).
In the interval [RZt, 

^221, 
*ïi = R21, Fr-filÈers pilay a dominant role, and

so on. So keeping the shape of the PSF's and approxi-mation (4) in mind, we

notice that detecta-bility of disks is mainly determined by

tï a v. (o).t-r

The response ÀV. (o) to a disk with radius R is

a,
]-

(8)

As a consequence of the shape of the PSFrs, there exist a 0max, defined by:

S

Crr.
Omax = max \ h (p )p dp =

"t o

AV. (o) =']-
2 fi S (a.)

R

(^
o J h ,tê,pdp =

o

*/ttÍeï 
'l ,

2Trs (a.) A \ h (p')p'dp'
J
o

Smax
?
\ r^ /^ l\^ l:^ |
I t^ \P 

'P 
qY

J
(e)
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f-l
So AV. (o) reaches its maximr.:n, 2 Í g (.r)Oarr..r at R=S-"Ja,.

In Fig. 4 we see that 2 II g (a.) A 0 --- must increase with a-, so'Lltraxl-

s("i*1)>g(ar) (10)

Now we return to the problem of the inhonogeneity. As lite see in (10) 
' the

paramet,er A does not play any role. Furthermorel returning to (7), we come

to a strikinq conclusion:

According to the model, detection of a disk at threshold likely occurs at

its centre! This meÉrns, that it is allowed to ignore the inhomogeneity of

the retina in this discussion, as we did. But besides this' it is important

that this conclusion is not in agreement with perceptive phenomena: Helmen's

(1980) and Blounaert's and Roufsrs (1981) obsenrers, HH and FB, reported

that if they detected a disk at threshold, with a diameter larger, than

several arc.min., they perceived an uninterrepted Part of an annulus' with

the same radius as the one of'the disk. They never savt a dot, or a cluster

of dots, which would be most likely according to Èhe model. The stimuli

used by the authors were disks on a large, homogeneous, l2OO Td field. To

avoid, disturbing transient phenomena and effects of time variancy' the

stimulus shape in the time domain was very smooth, and took a few seconds.

perhaps this discrepancy between the model and the reality is the result of

some brain processing, however, a Gaussian bubble t for example at threshold

level will be detected in its centre too, and it is not likely that this

stimulus will be perceived as a part of a ring.

Furthermore the question arised why the perceived ring is mostly not complete

then. Besides this, the fact that the observers saw an uninterruPted part of

a ring disagrees with the usual assr:rnption, that the noise sigrnals' which are

added to the responses of a nr:nber of type F. filters, are mutually independent.
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Fitting the nodel to spatiai l'ÍTF's

yTE-Ier- si:ggler-zere-erger-9e:!el -I9lg!r9!-!3rse!:

The input signal is
,ie(fl)= eJ (w r)oo

{t

The Hankel transform of the response V. (r) is:

2lIeq(a.)

-Ht/ilwo)6(w-wo)-Inverse transform delivers:

í111

v.t?l = 2IÍ e s (a.) H {fiwo) Jo(w r) (12)

First let's disregard spatial probability sr:mmation for a moment. Then

detection of contrast will apPear at ? = È, "h.te V- equals (apart from a

constant factor):
q(a.) H (fl wo).

Figure 7 shows some exFmFles of fr:nctions uQE wo) with i=1 r 21 3, 4t 5

(solid cu:rres). The shapes have been derived fron figrute 2-

Strntial probability sr:mmation will demonstrate itself stïonger according

as the frequency declines, since the Bessel function becomes more extended

then. Àn impression of this effect has been represented in Fig. 7 by the

dashed curves.

As we see in Fig. 5, the MTF for Jo-targets is decreasjlg with the frequency

in the interval of interest- By nagrniflzi;lg the dashed curves in Fig' 7 vrith

the factors g(a.) vre can obtain the MTF. This Ieads to the conclusion that

9(.i*t) > g(a.) (13)

MÍF for rectiline3l_:llg-g=3!1!g:

The MIF for rectilinear sine gratings (fig. 5) is increasing with the

spatial frequency until it equals, let's saY wr.



t2-

The slope of the MTF in this intenral is so large, that it cannot be

inputed completely to spatial probability summation, if an almost constant

MTF in the interval under siudy is assumed. (Other:vrise than in the case of
J_-targets, probability summation is, amongst other reasons, caused by the

o
number of maxima in the stimulus' which is dependent on the frequency.

However, this effect will only be a few dB per octave).

So, apart from probability sumnation, the MTF is increasing with W for
w(w.

m

The input signal is of the fo:m sin 1w_x). So the response of filter F,,
+o-l

V- (r) equals the convolution of this sine function wiÈh the LSF.

alcording to (7), ttre Fourier transform of LSF(x) is 2lïg(a- )HtíT.t"l .

So the amplitude of v, (fi is therefore, apart from a constlnt faltor,
]-

FIq (a.) H (Ua'. w )r-lrlo

.-
which is the seme as the maximr:ro of the reponse V. (r) in the case of Jo

targets. The sarne argnrmentation as we used for these circular patterns

leads to conclusion that for aII mechanisms with maximun transfer for
frequencies below \, the next ineguality musÈ hold:

g("r*r)<g(a.) (14)

tf ,U" itJj lrll l^r,

but
the
of

now inclusive
dashed curves
the density

+
I

JI
t3
\,
top

J

Figrure 7: Functions H(1p! w^) for several
(solid.ot.r"=l .t o

The dashed curves are these functions again,
spatial probability sunmation. Íhe shapes of
are the samer. because of the scale-invariance
of the filters.
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Discussion

Because of the contradictory requirements (10), (13) and (L4), severe problems

arise when a nultiple channel model is sj-nultaneously fitted to thresholds
for imcremental di-sks and to spatial ltTF I s at threshold for circular Jo-

targets and rectilinear sine gratings. However, reguirements (10) and (13) are

reasonably consistent, and both hold for circular targets, while (14) is
valid for a rectilinear pattern. So we might conclude that thresholds for
circular and for rectilinear stimuli cannot be compared in the way we did,
for example because ret:-nal tangential and radial processing might be very
different. We inplicitely assumed isotropic processing within a receptive
field.
Now let us discuss the underlying assumptions.

1. The channels are (quasi-)IÍnear and

2. The channels are independent or just weakly dependent. At least one of
these assuraptions is inconsistent with the interaction between three
sinusoidal components of high spatial frequencies and a sinusoidal
grating two octaves lower in frequency, as found by Henning et al. (1975).

Hourever, Iinearity is supported by Blornmaert and Roufs (1981) and Helmen

(1980). Furtheraore, if the channels of the model are non-linear and

'lmutually dependent, the question arises whether there are several channels

working at the same site in reality or there is only one channel transferri.::g
at each location, which is acting as a kind of chemeleonr gss s><ample a

channel with a parameter which is ajusted by some mechanism,rwith a large
receptive field.

3. Sigmals are disÈurbed by additive Gaussian noise and

4. Quick's model for multiple channel systems at threshold level is applicable.
Quickrs model leads to an accurate approxi-unation of the psychometric

function. Noise does not have to be Gaussian, as long as normal psycho-

metric functions are maintained. The assumed additive character of the
noise links up with linearity of the channels.

In the foregoing, probability summation over the channels at the same

Iocation has been neglected. This has been done because the pararneter o
in Quick's model is relatively high (e.9. a - 4).
Iíornrever, this is not allowed if the number of different channels is very
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Iarge, i.e. if the distribution of the individual MTFrs in the

frequency-domain is very dense. But the statistical deviation in
psycho-physical Eeasurements is so large, that it is very difficult to
di-stingruish channels which are siÈuated close to each other in the

frequency-domain. Therefore, a systen with nnany channels can be approximated

very good by a system with only a few channels.

5. The PSFrs of all channels have an exitative and an inhibitive region and

6. The PSFrs are (about) equally shaped. As one easily sees in the foregoing,

we donrt have to be very particular about these assr:mptions. They have

been merely supposed for the sake of convenience.

7. The system is circle-slmmetric around the fovea.

There is no evidence for stronq asymetry. However, as we pointed out

already, the mentioned contradiction night be caused by anisotropic
processing.

8. The retinal density of channels with the sane PSF is size invariant. This

assumption is very important for Èheleological justification and

understanding of the model. It is convincingly supported by Koend,erink

and Van Doorn (1982). However, there is no convincing electrophysiological-
histological support for. size-invariance of distribuÈion functions at this
momenE

líe have seen that some perceptive phenomena disagree with the model: A disk
at threshold is observed as an uninterrupted part of an annulus. Àccording

to the nodel it should be perceived as a small spot in the cenÈre of the

disk. Now let us comperre this discrepancy with an experiment of Georgeson

and Sullivan (L975).

An observer adapted to a 15 cpd sinusoidal grating. Tlren a line with a

width of 1.25 min and. a 5 nin. standard line were matched in apparent

contrast. At low contrast of the lines, the 1.25'min. Iine had about the

same apparent width as the 5 min. standard. In terms of a nultiple channel

nodel this can be explained by suppression of the channels which are

sensitive for lScpcl frequency components. A coherent effect should appear

if a disk at threshold is detected. líe have seen that this does not happen.
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Conclusions

l. Under the usual assumptions, simultaneous fittinq of rnultiple channel

models to Èhreshold for incremental disks and to modulation transfer

functions for circular zero-order Bessel fr:nctions of the first kind

on the one hand and to modulation Èransfer functions for rectilinear
sine gratings on the other, leads to contradicting demands upon the

magnification factors of the channels.

2. perceptive phenomena, occuring aÈ deÈection of a disk at threshold, d,o

not agree with predictions from multi-channel models-
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